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Tax law is a daunting subject for many law students, requiring both technical and abstract thinking. Tax law necessitates a firm grasp of the Internal Revenue Code provisions, the reasoning behind them the way they interact, and how courts have interpreted them. This book provides a guide for beginning tax students, with extensive coverage of thirty-six subjects typically covered in the basic federal income tax course.

The author, a professor of law at Stanford University, shows us the many ways in which civil rights can go terribly wrong. He examines newsworthy lawsuits with shrewdness and humor, proving that the distinction between civil rights and personal entitlements is often anything but clear. Finally, he reveals how many of today’s social injustices actually can’t be remedied by civil rights law, and demands more creative and nuanced solutions. In order to live up to the legacy of the civil rights movement, we must renew our commitment to civil rights, and move beyond them.

This book traces the story of the American gun market as reflected by an Austrian six-cylinder revolver, tracing how it has become a weapon of choice on both sides of the law, in the entertainment industry, and among Second Amendment enthusiasts.
**Lincoln and the triumph of the nation:**

**constitutional conflict in the American Civil War.**

**BY** : Mark E. Neely.

**PUBLISHER** : University of North Carolina Press.

**CALL#** : 342.029 N293L

The Civil War placed the U.S. Constitution under unprecedented strain. This author examines the U.S. Constitution and the Confederate Constitution, and the ways these documents shaped the struggle. Drawing on judicial opinions, presidential state papers, and political pamphlets spiced with the everyday immediacy of the partisan press, Neely reveals how judges, lawyers, editors, politicians, and government officials, both North and South, used their constitutions to fight the war and save, or create, their nation.

---

**Class action**:

**the landmark case that changed sexual harassment law.**

**BY** : Clara Bingham.

**PUBLISHER** : Anchor Books.

**CALL#** : 347.053 B613c

Lois Jenson was among the first women hired by a northern Minnesota iron mine in 1975. Female miners were relentlessly harassed with pornographic graffiti, denigrating language, stalking, and physical assaults. Terrified of losing their jobs, the women kept their problems to themselves; until Lois filed a complaint against the company in 1984. Despite all of the obstacles the legal system threw at them, Lois and her fellow plaintiffs enlisted the aid of a dedicated team of lawyers and ultimately prevailed. Class Action tells how these brave women made history, although not without enormous personal cost. This is the story of how one woman pioneered and won the first sexual harassment class action suit in the United States, a legal milestone that immeasurably improved working conditions for American women.

---

**Supreme decisions**:

**great constitutional cases and their impact.**

**BY** : Melvin I. Urofsky.

**PUBLISHER** : Westview Press

**CALL#** : 342.73 U78s

This book covers twenty-three Supreme Court cases that have shaped American constitutional law. Interpretive chapters shed light on the nuances of each case, the individuals involved, and the social, political, and cultural context at that particular moment in history. The author expounds on the political climate of the
United States from the country’s infancy through the new millennium. Featuring Marbury v. Madison, Dred Scott v. Sandford, Miranda v. Arizona, Brown v. Board of Education, and many more, this text covers foundational rulings and more recent decisions.

**Supreme myths : why the Supreme Court is not a court and its justices are not judges.**
BY : Eric J. Segall.
PUBLISHER : Praegar
CALL# : 347.7326 S454s

Supreme Myths addresses complicated constitutional law issues such as abortion and affirmative action and demystifies for the lay reader how the Court has handled these and other controversial issues. Explains why the U.S. Supreme Court acts much more like an ultimate veto council rather than a true court. Persuasively argues that life tenure for Supreme Court Justices is a terrible mistake.

**Lawyers in practice : ethical decision making in context.**
BY : Leslie C. Levin, ed..
PUBLISHER : University of Chicago Press
CALL# : 174.3 L425

This book presents research on ethical decision making in a variety of practice contexts, including corporate litigation, securities, immigration, and divorce law. It focuses on ethical dilemmas ranging from relatively narrow ethical issues to broader problems of professionalism, including the prosecutor’s obligation to disclose evidence, the management of conflicts of interest, and loyalty to clients and the court.